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14:30 The eID Function of the nPA; Security Properties and
Infrastructure Components
Marian Margraf (Federal Ministry of the Interior)
On 1. November 2010 Germany will start issuing new identity cards. One of the main differences compared to the previous version is the integration of an ISO-14443-compliant chip which
contains a government application, e.g. for border control purposes, and two applications for
eGovernment (authentication and signature). IT security and privacy considerations played a
crucial role during the design phase of the electronical functionalities. Reliable protection for
personal information required a coordinated approach to legal provisions, organisational measures and technical implementation.

15:00 AusweisApp and eID Service/Server
– making online identification finally more secure –
Werner Braun (Siemens IT Solutions and Services)
Dirk Arendt (OpenLimit SignCubes)
The key components involved in using the ID card for identification purposes on the Internet
are the AusweisApp and the eID service. These components form the innovative security infrastructure that makes online identification possible. One outstanding characteristic of the
German eID model is its excellent interoperability with regard to the integration of smart cards,
card readers, platforms and applications. This approach is also suitable for use in other countries. Siemens IT Solutions and Services and OpenLimit are playing a key role in planning and
executing the “new identity card” project. Siemens IT Solutions and Services is the general
contractor and responsible for the overall architecture of the IT solution, the Web portal, and
the creation and integration of the application. Long-standing specialists in the field of signature and encryption technologies, OpenLimit is developing and maintaining the AusweisApp and
the eID server middleware.

15:30 PostIdent Online with the nPA
Jens Terboven (Deutsche Post AG)
The business processes of many companies have created the need for a reliable method to verify the identities of their contractual partners. The issue of data security in particular has high
priority in electronic networks and requires innovative and reliable solutions. This situation poses
a major challenge especially to business customers who have no branch offices or only a few. In
order to meet these requirements, Deutsche Post AG currently offers the Postident procedures,
which allow private customers to be identified in accordance with the provisions of the German
Money Laundering Act and the German Signature Act. Now the existing Postident procedures will
be expanded to include the option of secure, fast and convenient identification over the internet,
with the help of the new ID and its online identification function.

16:00 Coffee Break
16:30 The eID Function of the nPA within the European STORK
Infrastructure
Volker Reible (T-Systems International)
Andre Braunmandl (BSI)
For official identity checks all electronic ID cards will include a digital photo; optional two fingerprints and/or a qualified electronic signature may also be stored on the chip. To use the new
eID card the citizen needs a card reader as well as a client software called “Ausweis-App”. Since
autumn 2009 an application trial is running to test and prepare the roll-out. In parallel, the European Commission started in June 2008 the STORK project under the CIP, ICT PSP framework.
STORK’s main objectives are to identify existing eID infrastructures in Europe, specify and implement a common architecture which allows secure and easy to use eID solutions in Europe, and
demonstrate the European interoperability in 6 application pilots. The outcome of STORK will be
a prototypical infrastructure to be a working basis for the pan-European eID architecture.

The Programme
17:00 Public Administration and Electronic Signatures
– Polish Concepts for Securing E-Government Document Flow –
Mirosław Kutyłowski & Przemyslaw Kubiak
(Wroclaw University of Technology)
One of the basic problems in electronic documents flow in public administration is authentication of documents and fulfilling all related legal and technical requirements. The situation in public administration is in many ways easier that in general flow of legal documents, the actors of
the process are well defined and known in the system (the citizens and representatives of public bodies). A number of technical and legal solutions are aimed to make electronic documents
flow easier and more reliable. The main components are: electronic seal, personal signature
and restricted identification. In our presentation we focus on requirements and their technical
feasibility concerning personal signatures. The idea is to provide means for signing documents
exchanged between citizens and public bodies so that (1) immediate disabling a signature card
is possible, and (2) the signing time is undeniable.

17:30 Trusted Cloud Computing in Practice
Stefan Schröder (DATEV eG)
DATEV presents two trusted cloud computing scenarios:
1. Use of new identity card (neuer Personalausweis (nPA)) in the DATEV payroll accounting system:
Each month 9,5 million payrolls are calculated using DATEV software. This means one of
four employees in Germany. In the future DATEV will offer a new online service to grant
access to payrolls via internet. For identification, the national ID card (nPA) will be used.
2. DATEV e-invoice in „DATEV Unternehmen online“:
DATEV offers a wide range of high-quality software solutions for accounting. This is shown
by the number of financial accountings in Germany: About two thirds of German enterprises - a total of 2.4 million financial groups - use DATEV software solutions. One part of this
accounting solution is „DATEV Unternehmen Online“. It provides small companies with an
easy way to collaborate online with their tax consultant for accounting needs. E-invoice is a
special topic in this context. DATEV e-invoice is an easy solution for small companies to fulfil
the legal requirements for e-invoices in cooperation with tax consultants.
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Bernd Kowalski: obtained his university degree in electrical engineering at
the Rheinisch Westfälische Technische Hochschule (RWTH) in Aachen. In 1982
he joined the Deutsche Bundespost and worked first in the area of data communication networks and applications in Darmstadt. Since 1985 he is involved
in information security at the Deutsche Bundespost, has been active in various
security projects and several standardisation groups like, for example, the ITU
work on X.509 Authentication Framework (1985-1988).
After the Deutsche Bundespost changed to Deutsche Telekom in 1990 he took
over the task to set up the Productcenter Telesec in Siegen that offers secure
communications products and services, e.g. Certificate and Smartcard Services for public Digital Signature and corporate Solutions. In 2002 he changed
to the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) and took over a
department that is responsible for Certification, Approval and Conformity Testing and New Technologies.
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